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In 1953, Neil Borden introduced the term marketing mix, an extension of the work of one of his partners, James Culleton, in 1948. Marketing Mix - a combination of several ideas and plans followed by a marketing representative to promote a particular product or brand called marketing mix. Several concepts and ideas
combined to formulate final strategies are useful in making the brand popular among the masses forming a marketing mix. Marketing elements mix marketing elements mix are often called four p for marketing. Product goods manufactured by organizations are called end-users products. Products can be of two types -
tangible products and intangible products (services) an individual can see, touches and feel concrete products compared to intangible products. A product on the market is something the seller sells to buyers for money. The price is called the money that the buyer pays for a product as a price for the product. The price of
the product is indirectly proportional to its availability in the market. Less than its availability, the more its price will be and vice versa. Retailers that stock unique products (not available in any other store) quote a higher price from buyers. The place refers to the location where products are available and can be sold or
purchased. Buyers can purchase products either from physical markets or from virtual markets. In the physical market, buyers and sellers can actually meet and interact with each other while in the virtual market buyers and sellers meet through the internet. Promotion of promotion refers to various strategies and ideas
implemented by marketers to make the end - users are aware of their brand. The promotion includes various techniques used to promote and make the brand popular among the masses. Promotion can be through any of the following methods: print advertising, media, television and radio are effective ways to attract
customers and make them aware of the existence of the brand. Billboards, hoardings, and smartly installed signs in strategic locations such as heavy traffic areas, crossings, railway stations, and bus rims attract people passing towards a particular brand. Taglines also increase the value of brand calling among
customers. Word of mouth one satisfied customer brings ten more customers with him while one satisfied dis customer takes ten more customers. This is the importance of speech from the mouth. A positive word from the mouth goes a long way in promoting brands among customers. Recently three more P have been
added to the marketing mix. They are as follows: people - individuals involved in the sale and purchase of products or services come under the category of people. The process - the process includes various mechanisms and procedures that help the product to finally reach the target market physical evidence - with the
help of physical evidence, the marketer tries to connect USP and product benefits to Four C users of Marketing Mix are now days, and organizations treat their customers like royalty. In the current scenario, the four C has thus been replaced in four of P marketing making it more customer-oriented model. Koichi Shimizu
proposed in 1973 a rating of 4 C. Goods - (product replacement) cost - (price replacement) involves the cost of manufacturing, the cost of buying and selling the cost of the channel - various channels that help the product reach the target market. Communications - (replaces promotion) Robert F. Lauterborn gave a
modern version of the four C model in 1993. According to him four C marketing are: Cost Consumer Convenience Communications These offers are packed with real-life examples on the largest set of subjects across management themes all presentations containing optimal live graphics and animations to make the
concept easy to understand ❮ the following article ❯ authoring /references - about the author (s) article is written by Prachi Juneja and reviewed by the management study content team. The MSG content team consists of an experienced faculty member, professionals and materials experts. We are ISO 2001:2015
certified education provider. To learn more, click around us. The use of these materials is free for learning and teaching purposes. Please refer to the authorship of the content used, including links (links) ManagementStudyGuide.com and the url of the content page. The marketing mix simply refers to the planned mix of
controlled elements in the product marketing plan. These items are commonly referred to as 4Ps which are product, price, place and promotion. Adjustments are usually made to each of these four elements so that the perfect combination is obtained that adequately meets the needs of customers while generating optimal
revenue. This product is what you are offering to the market. It is a very important part of the marketing mix as it is what it will use to attract customers. When developing a product, it is necessary to come with a product that solves a particular problem for the target market. It is usually said that there is a business
opportunity where there is a gap in market needs. In order for your product to be profitable, it must fill a certain gap in the needs of the target market. Don't simply develop a product; Develop a product that you will want to buy people to meet a certain need. Price there are a large number of factors involved in determining
the price of the product including operating costs and distribution costs incurred while utilizing the product to the market. One very important factor you should not forget though is the target market. Make sure that the price you set for your product is the price that will be within the target market. Failure to do so will result
in not doing enough sales or nothing at all. Place place is a very important factor in the marketing mix. It is all about getting customers for your product. Thus it is necessary to reach these customers. To do this, you have to get to where they are. Marketing must happen where the target market is. Promoting the product
is all about selling your idea to the customer. Show the customer how the product will benefit them and it will be good value for their money. This should come out clearly when you are promoting the product. 4Ps were created by marketing professor Jerome McCarthy in 1960, seven years after Borden's speech. It is a
framework that marketers and companies can use when designing strategies and campaigns to promote their products and services. Instead of leaving it by chance and having people do what you want, you can increase your conversions using a framework. Each P symbolizes a different element that affects the
decision-making process of the consumer. #1 product refers to the physical goods or intangible services it provides, but there is more. It's also about the experience that users and customers have with your product. What makes customers choose your product over others? What problem does he solve? What attracts
people to your products or services? You may be attracted to product packaging, features, ease of use, name, quality, design or support. The transaction may be for the actual product. However, purchase is influenced by the entire purchasing experience. All four elements are centered around the client. It's important to
know who your audience is and what it matters to them. Create a buyer's character. Conduct customer research. Learn as much information as possible about your current or potential customer base. This will help you make decisions that are likely to resonate with your target audience. #2 price it is very important to
choose the right price for your product or service. If your product is below the price, consumers may question its effectiveness or think it is too good to be true. On the other hand, if you price your product too high, consumers may consider it exaggerated and unnecessary. Unless you're a well-established luxury brand like
Trainer or Chanel, you'll find it hard to sell. There are a number of pricing strategies used by companies. Some models are: package, subscription, competitive, economy, discount, and psychological pricing. In grocery stores, generic food brands are priced lower than brands. This is an example of economic pricing. In
supermarkets, prices with individual decimalfractions such as 53.99 or 3.97 are psychological pricing. People tend to think it's less expensive than up to $54.00 or $4.00. It is also a common practice in car sales. The strategy you choose should be based on the value of your product, production and distribution costs,
consumer demand and competitive landscapes. The price is also heavily influenced by your consumers. Of course, you need the price to make Profit. However, if the target market is in the middle income bracket, charging $900+ on a handbag is unrealistic. #3 promotion how will you tell people about your products and
services? Cover all communication tactics that will be used to spread the word. Note that the promotion is not synonymous with marketing. The promotion focuses on how to deliver your product to people. It doesn't just include the entire marketing function. It also deals with the sale process and other areas such as
public relations and advertising. The purpose of promotion is not simply to sell your products and services. (Yes, this would be a perfect result.) Before you can move to the transaction part, you need to inform people what your products and services are, what they offer to customers, and why they are worth buying. The
promotion lets people know that your product solves a specific need. At the promotion stage, your message must be clear and targeted to the target audiences. Tell them why they need your product and how it will benefit them. What makes your business different from competitors? Is it a lower price? Higher quality?
Faster service? More flexibility? Select what sets you apart from others. It is essential that those trade-offs be included in your promotional messages. When selecting the channels you want to use to promote, remember that your audience is the focus. What types of content do they consume every day? Where are they?
What are the times when they actively consume content? Some of the channels you might use to promote are: word-of-mouth ads, podcasts, radio, social media, email, press releases, public relations, publications, TV ads, and Pay-per-Click (PPC) ads. place place #4 refers to the distribution of your product. How will
customers find what you are trying to sell and buy? Will it be sold exclusively in retail stores or online? Two of the most common distribution channels are: direct sales and wholesalers. If you run a local retail company, you are likely to use direct sales on your site. You can also offer some items through an online store.
Whether in the store or online, you are the main contact that manages and forms the customer experience. Another option for companies is to sell through a broker - wholesaler or retailer. If you sell through Wal-Mart or Amazon, you fall into this category. The advantage of working with a wholesaler is that they tend to
have a wider distribution network and a larger customer base. Although it makes it possible to reach more customers, you lose some of this customer connection that is associated with direct sales. It can also be a very difficult and long-term process on the ground deal with big name wholesalers like Wal-Mart. If your
business does not have a consistent year-round supply of products, it is not ideal ly stake for intermediate sales. If your sales are more seasonal or only available for a limited time, direct sales are A good choice. There is a difference between knowing the framework and actually putting it into practice in your strategy.
Below, we will take you through a step-by-step process with examples. Examples.
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